SOLSTICE SILENT MINUTE 2019
Harnessing the power of united Global Cooperation to bring in the Light
of the New Era with the Global Ringing of the Bells
A Call to all People of Goodwill
At 9.00pm London GMT/UTC on the Solstice, 21 December 2019, let us ring a bell to prepare to enter into
one minute of silence in communion with the Forces of Light, as we generate a reservoir of united global
thought that will inspire cooperative endeavours to create a better world for all.
“There is no power on earth that can withstand the united cooperation on spiritual levels of men and
women of goodwill everywhere. It is for this reason that the continued and widespread observance of the
Silent Minute is of such vital importance in the interest of human welfare.” (Major Wellesley Tudor Pole O.B.E.
instigator of The Silent Minute in 1940)

We will create a Silent Minute that unifies us for a moment in thought, prayer and meditation to overcome the
global crises of today. Our purpose in the Silent Minute is to focus beyond the crises and to reflect on and
visualise the emerging seeds of the future. Countless servers and serving groups are, even now, actively
nourishing these seeds which will, through our combined effort, reveal the underlying synthesis of the One Life
shared by all its kingdoms.
The Silent Minute at 9 pm GMT/UTC preceded by the global ringing of the bells by citizens everywhere will link
Humanity with its striving to reach its highest potential, irresistibly impelled towards the summit of achievement.
Indeed, in the Himalayas, there is
a pinnacle, Mount Kailas, which is
called the Mountain of the Bell.

The global ringing of the bells
expresses Humanity’s yearning,
intent and declaration to fulfil
its greatest destiny.

The History of the Silent Minute
The Silent Minute was born from a conversation between two soldiers on the eve of a battle in the mountains
around Jerusalem in the First World War. One knew he would not survive the war and prophesied the coming of an
even greater conflict that would be fought out in every continent, ocean and air. He urged his comrade to provide
an opportunity for him, and millions like him, to assist from the “other side”. He said: “Lend us a moment… each
day and through your Silence give us an opportunity. The power of Silence is greater than you know.”
The Silent Minute was instituted by his comrade, Major Tudor Pole O.B.E, during the London Blitz in 1940
as a moment to enter into Silence and, to provide a portal for cooperation with an “unseen but mighty army” in the
subtle realms.
The Silent Minute called upon all citizens of the British Commonwealth nations and territories on land, sea and air
to unite in thought – irrespective of philosophy or religion - in a Silent Prayer for Freedom and Peace. Every night
on BBC radio, at one minute before the hour, the bells of Big Ben signalled the Silent Minute to begin at 9pm. Tudor
Pole knew that if enough people joined in this gesture of dedicated intent, the tide would turn and the invasion of
England would be diverted. Indeed, its success in bringing peace was acknowledged after the war by a high
ranking German Officer who was quoted as saying:
“…you had a secret weapon for which we could find no counter measure and which we did not understand,
but it was very powerful. It was associated with the striking of the Big Ben each evening. I believe you
called it the ‘Silent Minute’.”

Ring the Bells and enter the Silence
Let us ring a bell at 9.00pm London GMT/UTC on 21 December 2019 and join together with
the Forces of Light in one minute of global, potent, cooperative Silence
to create a better world for all.
Simultaneous global ringing of bells and Silent Minute time converter calculator to calibrate your local time to 9.00pm London GMT/UTC
(https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/converter-classic.html)

